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Conrad Prebys Music Center

Plekto

Rachel Beetz – flute, Curt Miller – clarinet, William Fried – piano,
Dustin Donahue – percussion, Batya McAdam-Somer – violin, Eric Moore – cello,
Martin Hiendl – conductor

Iannis Xenakis

Három Weöres-dal

Meghann Welsh – soprano, Clint Davis – piano

György Ligeti

Gordium

Rachel Beetz – flute, Curt Miller – clarinet, William Fried – piano,
Dustin Donahue – percussion, Batya McAdam-Somer – violin, Eric Moore – cello,
Martin Hiendl – conductor

Tania Lanfer-Marquez

Free and Easy Wandering

Andrew Allen – narrator, Dustin Donahue – stenographer

Andrew Allen

---

Performer had technical difficulties & could not execute this piece (not on disc)